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Abstract
This paper examines planned community markets in New Delhi, India and proposes that
the spatial and configurational properties of the markets as embedded in the urban grid
can, in part, explain their observed social and economic differences. Shopping is
considered as a social activity, and the choices made by shopper and shop to visit or to
locate in a particular area together constitute an ‘interface of exchange’.

The spatial characteristics of each market explored using Space Syntax theories and
methodologies are linked to observed pedestrian movement, discriminated into high,
medium and low income groups and the mixture of shops categorised as multipurpose
and comparison (Eaton & Lipsey 1982). These three strands of information describe the
existing spatial organisation of the city, existing movement and usage patterns within
each market and the volume and type of goods and services offered. The analysis of
these descriptions, individually and collectively, links spatial features and the economic
act of shopping to the social realm of markets and consumption.

This paper argues that spatial properties of Choice and Integration inform the interface
between shop and shopper, and implicates to-movement, through-movement and the
distance at which the urban grid affects such movement as prime influences of this
interface.

This paper will, therefore, seek to draw links between space, society and the act of
shopping. These links demonstrate that an underlying logic exists to the observed
differences between the markets, and that spatial factors play a fundamental role in this
differentiation. This logic is mediated by the movement and mix of social groups in
space and the social importance attached to shopping: therein arriving at a Social logic
of Shopping.

Introduction
This paper describes a case study of Community Centre markets in
New Delhi, in light of the spatial constituents of their socio-economic
differentiation. The question asked is whether the differences in the
character and mix of shops and in the volume and mix of movement in
the markets can be partly or wholly explained by the spatial properties
associated with the markets. The paper examines this question in light
of theories of consumption, and links the network properties of urban space to the sociality of shopping, and through this to the economic realities of the market place.

The hypothesis is that spatial structure not only affects gross movement, but also plays a role in determining the constitution of that movement. This differentiation in movement creates differentiated social potentials for markets, termed the ‘interface of exchange’, which develop different forms of shopping in order to tap this potential. This hypothesis is tested against the specific case of Community Centre markets in New Delhi, India.

The perfect market (Marshall 1920) is ‘a district, large or small, in which there are many buyers and many sellers all so keenly on the alert… that the price of a commodity is always practically the same for the whole of the district’. The individual is considered to be rational and utility-seeking in order to maximise pleasure (Smith 1776). This definition implicates space, time, the ability and desire to exchange goods, the awareness of commodities and their prices, but emphasises utility as the prime determinant of consumption.

Subsequent writings, however, implicate a social perspective, with Veblen (1925), arguing against human rationality. With conspicuous consumption and conspicuous leisure as the prime motivating force behind consumption, he argued for a shift of emphasis from the means of production to the means of consumption. For Bourdieu (1984), consumption is a way of perpetuating and naturalizing social (class) distinctions. He stresses the importance of class position or social location as a determinant of taste. Douglas (1979) also argues for a social approach where the social value assigned to a commodity provides the rationale behind individual choice. Goods are treated as markers of rational categories and behaving in a rational manner implies making physical, visible statements about the values to which the consumer subscribes. Commodities constitute an intelligible universe where individual choice informs lifestyle choices and identity of the consumer.

This idea of individual choice perhaps originates from Simmel’s (1907) ideas of value as a social entity. He describes value not as an inherent property of objects, but as a subjective judgement about them. Objects, he suggests, ‘are not difficult to acquire because they are valuable, but we call those objects valuable that resist our desire to possess them’. He further goes to suggest that the value of an object does not originate from the enjoyment of the object but of the distance between the object and the enjoyment of it: to be attained by the ‘conquest of distance, obstacles and difficulties’. This distance could be physical distance, scarcity, cost, time, renunciation or sacrifice, and is overcome in and through economic exchange.

Daniel Miller (1987) proposes an approach where object groups relate to divisions that may or may not relate to exiting social groupings. The distinction between goods may relate to differences within social categories as well as similarities between the categories themselves. Douglas (1997) extends this argument and suggests four categories of shoppers independent of class, gender, creed or ethnicity identified through their consumption and points out that consumer preference, either for a particular product or against all other products, is a powerful force in the understanding of consumerism. Retailers alter themselves to take into account consumer preferences, rather than the other way round. Miller (1998) also suggests that the act of consumption expresses more than just identity or position: his ethnography of a shopping street in north London suggests ‘how shoppers develop and imagine those social relationships which they most care about through the medium of selecting goods’ (1998). He
argues that shopping exists between the concepts of the ‘treat’ and ‘thrift’, and that commodities are used to constitute the complexity of contemporary social relations.

However, as Giddens (1981, 1984), in his theory of Structuration, suggests, all social relations are produced and reproduced only by being realised in space-time, through a system of presence and absence in space. Hillier and Hanson (1984; Hillier 2001) also highlight this realisation in space, but go on to suggest that space itself has structural properties. Space, they suggest, is both the generator and the medium of movement and co-presence. Space then creates and controls the interfaces between different categories of people and the objects they interact with.

Central Place Theory (Christaller, 1933) was one of the earlier attempts to explain the size, nature and spacing of cities as central places supplying goods to the surrounding population. He classifies goods in either lower or higher orders, where lower order goods represent those which consumers frequently need and are willing to travel only short distances for, while higher order goods represent those which are needed less frequently, and require further travel. A result of these consumer preferences is that a system of centres of various sizes will emerge over space, each with goods according to its position in the hierarchy of centres. Works by Losch and Heilbrun extend the argument with Hielbrun developing the widely used gravitational model, where individual units are kept in place by quasi-gravitational forces between them.

Eaton and Lipsey (1982) suggested a model based upon cost minimising consumers, in addition to the simple demand economies considered by Christaller. They set out to show that the clustering of firms selling heterogeneous goods can be derived from a model with profit maximising firms and cost minimising consumers. Both Cristaller and Eaton-Lipsey (E-L) suggest that a hierarchy of central places can exist in equilibrium, and that the highest level centre will offer all goods sold at a lower level. While the Christaller model suggests equidistant centres, E-L’s model does not depend on regularity of spacing. The main difference between the two models is the assumption by E-L that the demand for a market is dependant on multipurpose shopping behaviours and that the consumer minimises transportation costs on each trip.

West et al (1985) demonstrate the efficacy of the E-L model in a test case in the city of Edmonton, USA, where they differentiate between markets on the basis of customer base and the extent of locating near other firms that sell the same or different goods. Their thesis suggests that the position of a shopping centre (or market) in the hierarchy from central business district to local neighbourhood centre can be correlated to the proportion of shops in each category. They categorise shopping either as Multipurpose, Comparison, a combination of Multipurpose and Comparison, and Single Isolated Purchases.

A major drawback of these theories is the absence of any element of urban morpholgy. Neither model utilises theoretical or mathematical descriptions of the city, nor any of the associated issues like differentiated population densities, accessibility or movement patterns. Hillier and Hanson’s (1984) perspective on the nature of urban and architectural space permit their objective and rigorous mathematical description. The method involves representing the open space network of a city as a line graph having the fewest number of longest straight lines that pass through all spaces, and complete all rings, with streets represented as nodes and intersections as links. This map is
termed an axial map and can be used to describe characteristics of individual spaces relative to all other spaces in the system.

Hillier et al (1993, 1987, Hillier, Iida 2005) describe two types of movement: to movement and through movement, and suggest that both are affected by the configuration of the urban grid. They further suggest that in a situation where configuration, movement and land use are in agreement, configuration must be given causal primacy (Hillier et al 1993). The authors suggest that the 'primary property of the urban grid is to privilege certain spaces over others for through movement' (Hillier et al, 1993). Retail and other movement-seeking uses locate along these privileged areas, to make maximum use of the opportunities for passing traffic and subsequently act as multipliers on the basic pattern of movement. This theory of 'natural movement' provides an alternative to the 'gravitational model' and, in several studies, demonstrates that movement patterns are closely related to the spatial property of global Integration.

A second theory, the theory of the city as a 'movement economy' (Hillier 1996a, 1996b) extends the idea that the urban grid is the prime determinant of movement in the grid. The relationship between the grid configuration and movement underlies many aspects of the urban form like land use, crime, the evolution of different densities and even the part-whole structure of cities’ (Hillier 1996b). Cities have been conceptualised as 'movement economies' with movement, as determined by the urban grid, leading to the dense and sparse patterns of mixed use encounter that characterises urban social life.

Hillier and Iida (2005) suggest a principle of distance decay: that one visits more destinations closer by and less destinations further away, and that this has the formal consequence that locations which are closer to all others in the network (locations of high integration or high accessibility) will be more attractive as destinations than remote areas. They also highlight the effect of the grid on through-movement, as whatever route is selected, all available sequences are determined by the grid, and suggest that as trip lengths increase, the movement patterns will more reflect the choice or between-ness structure of the graph than the integration or closeness structure. The paper concludes that the measurement of distance in terms of least angle change provides the best correlation between movement and the urban grid. These ideas present cogent arguments that the urban grid affects movement, and that the effects of differential movement rates are differentiated land uses, with movement seeking uses aggregating along high natural movement locations. These aggregations then attract even more movement and create a multiplier effect.

In summary, the price, nature and quantity of commodity production follows the fundamental laws of economics in addition to social and culturally determined forces like value and distance, taste, conspicuous consumption, status and social differentiation, identity and social relations. All interactions take place in space, and spatial configuration is a prime determinant of movement and the potential for interaction. Thus, the shopper and the retailer locate in space in such a way as to maximise the potential for those with surplus and those with needs of a particular social category of product to interface with each other. This interface of exchange exists at several levels: the type, mix and location of shops within a market, the location of the market within the urban context, the accessibility/visibility associated with the shop window, and the display of goods within the shop. The market (and the individual retailer) determines the interface in light of the potential customer, and the consumer visits a particular market (or shop) in light of the social (and economic) values attached to the commodities available.
Categorisation in terms of multipurpose or comparison shopping (Eaton and Lipsey 1982) is universal for all markets, but fails to account for the implications of specialised markets. However, in the context of this study, the markets studied offer a wide range of goods, and the broad categorisation of the E-L model offer better means for cross-comparisons. Thus the variations in shopping categories provides a base of data to represent the social ‘status’ of the market, while the categories of people visiting indicate those who seek this ‘status’. The spatial characteristics of the markets provide the primary element of the interface that brings the shopper, the shopping and the shop together.

New Delhi

Delhi is a metropolis in Northern India with a population of 13.81 million. It comprises the original core (1638) and Lutyens ‘New Delhi’ (1914-1931) encircled by a ring road. Post-partition immigration in 1947 doubled the city’s population and created a dense ring around the relatively sparse centre. This ‘haphazard growth of Delhi … with its sprawling colonies’ (MPD 1961) warranted the first Masterplan for Delhi. Its primary tool was the land use plan which proposed to decentralise places of employment. This objective along with the residential policy of neighbourhood units was configured in the form of a hierarchical system of shopping and business centres. A five tiered commercial plan was proposed with residential (convenience) shopping comprising 4 to 6 shops for every 3500-5000 population; Residential Planning Area Centres of 15 to 20 shops for every 12000-15000 people; Community Centres of 80 to 100 shops catering to groups of 40000 to 50000 persons; District Centres of 200 to 350 shops for every 150,000 to 250,000 residents; and Central Business Districts serving the whole city. The plan proposed new central business districts to cater to the new eastern conurbations; fifteen new District Centres and thirteen new Sub-District Centres. The result is an ‘inverse compact city’, with a sparse core and highly dense periphery, constituting 2 ring roads interspaced with neighbourhood units.

Figure 1:
The segment map of south Delhi with shops. The area of study has been highlighted. Note the sparse centre of Lutyens’ Delhi with the denser business and residential areas around. The study area comprises planned Neighbourhood Units, older villages/communities and slums arranged along the Ring Roads.

[Image by the author]
Within this context, six markets are examined; the spatial properties* of Integration and Choice at varying radii in the immediate proximity to the markets, and the total segment length** within axial radii of 2, 3, 4 and 5 are used to describe each market. The retail analysis distinguishes between the different shops retailing in each market. Two websites, the Yellow Pages, Delhi*, and the Government of NCT Delhi** were used to list each shop and main commodity sold for each market. These shops were then categorised in terms of multipurpose or comparison categories. Finally, a pedestrian survey was undertaken in five locations*** per market. The number of pedestrians passing through each location was measured to give a sample of typical movement through the market. Each movement count lasted five minutes, and was repeated three times a day for two days. Thus in total, each market was counted for a total of thirty minutes over two days. The pedestrian study distinguished between male, female and youth (school going children), and also between categories of High, Middle and Low income groups. These three categories were distinguished by appearance: persons wearing dirty, torn or old clothing were classified as Low Income Group (LIG); persons wearing neat and clean clothing and having leather shoes or trainers, but not sporting designer labels, sunglasses or other high end accessories were distinguished as Middle Income Group (MIG); persons wearing designer labels, sports attire or having accessories like sunglasses etc or having a 4-wheeled vehicle were classified High Income Group (HIG).

Of the case studies, Khan Market is classified as a sub-district centre, and comprises 169 shops in approximately 55,000 sq metres. Four of the markets (Defence Colony, Greater Kailash 1 and 2, and New Friends Colony markets) are Community Centres and range from 65 to 193 shops over areas of approximately 16,000 to 56,000 sq metres. All the markets selected are reasonably successful examples of Community Centre markets, and are located on or around the two main ring-roads in South Delhi. The last case study is Lodhi Colony market, which is included as an example of Residential Planning Unit, having only 19 shops, and catering to a smaller clientele.

Analysis

Figure 2 represents the Segment Map for the case study area coloured according to Choice*** radius 5000 metric. In the case of Community Centre markets, Choice at radius 5000 metric appears to provide the best insight into the functioning of the markets. Not only does it relate best with overall movement measured in the markets, but also highlights the intermediate structure of the city. This is perhaps significant in that Community Centre markets are planned as intermediate level markets catering to a population of between 40 and 50 thousand persons. The two important horizontal lines visible represent the inner and outer ring roads respectively, with several important north south routes connecting them. Considering that all the markets are planned markets, it is expected that important routes at a 5km range will not pass through the markets. However, each market does have a route of colour yellow or higher in the near vicinity. New Friends Colony market is adjacent to a main highway leading to Agra in the south, while Defence Colony, Lodhi Colony and Khan Market lie on important routes within the city. Both Greater Kailash 1 and 2 lie adjacent to less important routes, and are relatively segregated from the main through routes in the city.

New Friend’s Colony has the highest global Choice in its vicinity, followed by Defence Colony, Khan Market and Lodhi Colony. This suggests large volumes of vehicular movement close by. At the local end of the scale at radius 500 metres, all the markets, with the
The exception of Lodhi Colony, have similar local pedestrian movement in the near vicinity. At the intermediate (pedestrian scale) of 2000 metres, Defence Colony followed by Khan Market have the highest Choice, while GK1, GK2 and NFC have relatively less through movement nearby.

In terms of Integration at varying axial radii, Khan Market appears to be the natural destination for global and intermediate scale to-movement, while NFC naturally draws a high degree of localized to-movement. Alternatively, GK1 does not naturally draw as much local to-movement, nor does GK2 draw much global to-movement. Considering both the relative Integration exhibited by each market and the range of that Integration. Khan Market indeed has the highest potential for attracting longer range (radius 5) consumers, followed by NFC and Defence Colony markets. At the local end of the scale, NFC potentially draws the maximum custom, followed by GK1 and GK2. Surprisingly, GK2 potentially draws on a larger customer base at axial radius 4 that it does at axial radius 5.

Average movement for all lines counted in each market is highest for GK1, followed by NFC and Khan Markets. The lowest movement rates were observed in Lodhi Colony. This average movement rates correspond best with spatial value of Choice at radius 5000 metric with a correlation coefficient ($r^2$) of 0.93. It is noteworthy, perhaps, to suggest that movement displays a lower relation ($r^2=0.55$) with Global (radius n) Choice, due to the nature of the markets as intermediate level markets. However, another variable combining Choice (radius 5000 metric) and Integration (NC/MD radius 5 axial*total segment length radius 5 axial) gives an even better correlation of 0.962. Both these relate intermediate spatial factors to average movement rates within the markets.

While overall movement relates to a combination of through movement and to-movement, the distribution of people in terms of HIG, MIG and LIG also highlights several differences in the markets.
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HIG is concentrated in GK1, Khan and, to a lesser extent, Defence Colony and New Friends Colony; MIG in New Friends Colony and Lodhi Colony; and LIG in GK2. Each of these categories relates to different spatial properties, together combine to give a more detailed picture of each market.

Figure 3: The segment map of Delhi showing global integration (1/mean depth radius n). Note the integration core of the city includes Lutyens’ Delhi, the old city and the wholesale district. South Delhi, mainly composed of neighbourhood units, comprises of differentiated ‘grid’ like structures against a background of more segregated neighbourhood residential colonies. The inset shows relative integration values multiplied by the total segment length at axial radii 2, 3, 4 and 5. [image by the author]

Figure 4: Bivariate fit of average movement against combined choice and integration measure (NC/MD radius 5 axial * total segment length radius 5 axial). [image by the author]
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**Figure 5:**
Distribution of movement in each market (left) [image by the author]

**Figure 6:**
Scattergrams showing bivariate fit of (a) HIG movement against combined choice and integration measure (NC/MD radius 5 axial * total segment length radius 5 axial), (b) MIG movement against integration measure (NC/MD radius 2 axial), (c) MIG movement against choice radius 1000 metric and (d) LIG movement against combined local choice integration measure (Choice radius 1000 metric+(NC/MD radius 2 axial)) (bottom). [image by the author]
The High Income Group preferentially visits GK1, which has the relatively low local choice, is relatively isolated in terms of through movement in the vicinity and has low measures of Integration at all radii. At the same time the HIG also frequents Khan Market, which has relatively higher through movement nearby, high Choice at the local and global ends of the scale, highest Integration measure at the medium to global radii and the highest combination of Integration and segment length. It is apparent that the HIG visit markets for two contrasting reasons. Firstly, due to high global accessibility, and secondly due to the attraction and status attached to individual shops located in less accessible areas. This phenomenon is illustrated by the fact that male HIG persons correlate significantly ($r^2=0.89$) to a combination of Choice radius 5000 metric and Integration radius 5 axial but no significant relationship exist with either the average HIG movement or female HIG movement. Both total movement and HIG male movement correlate significantly with the combined measure of Choice 5000 metric and NC/MD radius 5 axial. This suggests that in the case of community centres in New Delhi, these two spatial variables are the critical variables to the success or failure of the market.

In the case of MIG movement, there appear to be two separate spatial parameters at work. HIG movement relates significantly to Choice at a 10km radius but also to Integration at a radius of 2 axial steps. This suggests that the average person visits the market either as part of another journey within a radius of 10km, or makes a conscious decision to visit the market within a radius of only 2 axial steps.

The Low Income Group is visible significantly in all the markets, and relates closely to a combination of Choice radius 1000 metric, Integration (NC/MD) radius 2 axial and the total segment length radius 2 axial. This is a local measure and suggests that LIG movement is generally restricted to the immediate surroundings. While the scattergram shows a correlation coefficient ($r^2$) of only 0.60 for all the markets, if GK1 and GK2 are removed all other markets show a fit of $r^2=0.99$ with a significant probability less than 0.0004.

New Friends Colony market and Defence Colony market seem to be very similar in composition: a large proportion of M1 shops, followed by M2 and MC, and a lesser proportion of C and S type stores. At the same time, Khan Market and GK1 also have certain similarities, in that with the exception of exaggerated MC stores in GK1, the proportions of other type of stores are similar. Greater Kailash 2 is predominantly M1 and C, while Lodhi Colony exhibits a higher proportion of C type stores.

While there are some trends to be examined while relating retail to movement, there are no outright significant correlations. Some key observations are as follows: M1 type shops correlate positively with the Medium Income group, while M2 type shops relate to both MIG and LIG. MC type shops relate to HIG, which is expected, while C and S are negatively correlated, suggesting they occur in greater numbers where movement is less, that is, emphasising their exclusivity.

Similarly, comparing retail distribution to the spatial values of Choice, M1 shops have a positive correlation with Choice radius 500 and global Choice, suggesting that at some level convenience stores are a global phenomenon. M2 stores are best correlated to Choice radius 500 metric with a significant correlation coefficient of 0.91. MC is not significantly related to Choice, with the correlation peaking at 0.42 with Choice radius 2000 metric, suggesting that shopping for clothes, footwear, jewellery or designer wear is not an action related to through movement. Both C and S type stores are again negatively correlated, suggesting their dislike of spaces with high natural through movement.
The correlation matrix for Integration against retail distribution highlights the local properties of M1 shopping, with a best relation with radius 2 Integration. M2 also correlates positively with Integration, with the correlation peaking at 0.65 at radius 4. MC enjoys a decreasing negative trend, suggesting that the global Integration measures are less actively discriminating against MC, while C and S type stores are consistently negatively correlated.

Discussion

This paper has discussed shopping as an economic and social phenomenon, bound in a spatial interface. As has been indicated, each market has differing spatial, demographic and retail characteristics. Clear, direct correlations between spatial factors and movement have been examined; however, no such direct correlations exist between movement and retail mix, though certain trends have been indicated. For example, HIG movement is best related to MC.

Figure 7:
Column graph of retail distribution for all markets. [image by the author]

Figure 8:
Correlation matrices of retail distribution by (a) choice, (b) integration and (c) movement. [image by the author]
type shopping, while MIG and LIG are somewhat related to M1 and M2 shopping. It is conceived, that the retail mix is not dependant on a single factor, but on combinations of factors.

The movement study highlights the spatial characteristics of movement. HIG movement appears related to a combination of both global choice and global Integration while also visiting areas having high exclusivity values. MIG flows relate to global choice and local Integration; and LIG groups generally follow a combination of local choice and Integration, though they also appear in areas where industry, office workers or large numbers of HIG people are found.

Thus, Khan Market attracts all categories of movement (with an emphasis on HIG) due to its natural high Choice and Integration measures at all scales. Defence Colony has an almost identical distribution of movement as Khan Market, but to a lesser degree due its relatively lower spatial choice and Integration measures. New Friends Colony, on the other hand, has high global and local Choice combined with high local and mid range Integration, and therefore attracts a larger proportion of MIG, but also substantial volumes of HIG and LIG. Greater Kailash 2 has similar proportions of movement to NFC. However, due its relatively lower spatial characteristics, especially global Integration, it attracts a lesser proportion of HIG and a larger proportion of LIG traffic. Lodhi Colony market has little Choice at any scale, and falls below the Delhi average above radius 5000 metric, nor does it have particularly high Integration, resulting in the lowest movement rates of all the markets studied. It exhibits a high proportion of MIG movement due to its location next to a large park which is extensively used for recreation in the evenings.

Greater Kailash 1 is unique in this study as it is relatively segregated at most levels compared to the other markets, but enjoys high degrees of (especially HIG) movement. This phenomenon can perhaps be explained by the disproportionately high degree of MC type goods available; the market has developed into a speciality market, and MC goods, by definition, are generally high end durables which require a degree of comparison. They engender longer trip lengths and general awareness in the customer of prices, quality and range. In this context, the very inaccessibility, which would perhaps have discouraged other markets has given GK1 a high degree of exclusivity, which in turn supports high HIG movement patterns.

The variation of shops can also be explained by combinations of global and local movement. Khan market displays all the characteristics due a district centre (or any other central business district shopping facility): an even mix of all demographic groups, and an even mix of global and local attractors. This is apparent in the retail mix, with every category of goods available in substantial proportions.

New Friends Colony, on the other hand, exhibits the propensity for a high degree of passing trade, realised in the high proportion of M1 and M2 type shopping. Since the passing trade is as much global as it is local, NFC has developed both high end conveniences, like a number of speciality restaurants, and low end conveniences. It also supports a small proportion of other goods due to its role as the central market for the locality demonstrated by its high local Integration.

Defence Colony market has a similar, though lesser, demographic distribution to Khan Market, and should display a similar retail character. However, considering its smaller catchment area, it appears unable to support large volumes of MC, C and S type stores. In addition, due to a high degree of intermediate to global Choice in nearby areas, it has gone the NFC way, providing additional high end convenience (M1) shopping to tap this potential.
Greater Kailash 1 and 2 are both relatively segregated, though movement patterns are contradictory. GK1 supports a high degree of HIG movement combined with a highly disproportionate degree of MC shops, while GK2 supports MIG and LIG movement with a greater proportion of M1, C and S type stores. These can be considered to be two diverging forms of development in similar, relatively inaccessible locations. Both markets cater to the multipurpose and other needs of the immediate surroundings, however, it is in the interface generated at the larger scale that the two markets differ. GK1 has developed into a speciality market, catering to the demand for exclusivity, and emphasising its segregation; whereas GK2, in addition to a few restaurants and general stores, is almost exclusively a market of C and S type stores; goods that do not depend on natural movement, but exist due to a small, dedicated, specialised customer base. Lodhi Colony provides a similar case to GK2, with the absence of anything but the most basic local through traffic; it caters mainly to services and goods that depend on local idiosyncrasies.

In conclusion, this paper has demonstrated some basic ingredients of a social logic of shopping. Firstly, movement patterns are related to spatial patterns. Higher, more mobile social groups follow the global properties of space, while the middle groups follow both global and local properties. The lower end groups follow the local properties of space.

Retail types also follow basic spatial patterns mediated by movement patterns. Through movement, predicted by choice, generally results in multipurpose shopping. Where the through movement is global, high end multipurpose shopping results, and where movement is local, lower end multipurpose shops develop. Integration and its associated movements generally result in other types of shopping, especially MC but also C type shops. The relative segregation of markets can result in either exclusivity, or in general degeneration. Both types of movement relate to shopping by means of a distance law: that distance is directly proportionate to social or economic class in terms of movement and in terms of shops.
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i. Refer Hillier and Hanson, 1984, The Social Logic of Space, and Hillier, 1996a, Space is the Machine
ii. The six case studies include four community centre markets, one sub-district centre market and one residential planning unit market (MPD 1961).
v. Store type definitions (West et al 1985) M1 stores (Multipurpose 1) are establishments that cluster together to attract mainly multipurpose shopping; the patrons of these stores will not usually engage in search because expenditures on the goods involved, and quality and price variations between stores, tend to be insignificant compared to the associated search costs. Examples include drug stores, groceries, gasoline stations etc.
M2 stores (Multipurpose 2) are similarly defined in that they cater to multipurpose shoppers, but they need a larger customer base, as for instance book stores, music stores, gift shops etc
C stores (Comparison) cater mainly to single purpose comparison shoppers; consumers will perceive some net gains to search while acquiring the goods such stores sell. Examples are automobile dealerships and appliance stores.
MC stores (Multipurpose-Comparison) rely on externalities created by a combination of multipurpose and comparison shopping. Shoe stores, clothing stores and camera stores belong to this category.
S stores (Single isolated purchase), finally, are establishments that cater to single isolated purchases, i.e. neither multipurpose nor comparison shopping is important for their business. These firms locate in retail districts for extraneous reasons; movie theatres, for instance, take advantage of ample parking facilities at night, arcades engage the children of shopping parents.
vi. This also links to the Christaller model, where low order and high order goods exist at different distances from the consumer. Low order goods are used frequently and exist in close proximity to the consumer, while high order goods exist at larger distances and require greater premeditation and formality.
viii. Analysis done using UCL Depthmap, © Space Syntax Limited
ix. The total segment length indicates the total length of line within a specified radius, in this case topological steps of 2, 3, 4 and 5. This measure represents the density of the street network accessible to each market at different radii.
xii. These locations represent the areas of highest integration and choice at both the global and local scales, as well as the area of highest observed movement. Where these overlapped the next highest location was selected.
xiii. Choice represents the number of times a segment is used to travel from all possible origins to all possible destinations by the shortest possible route, here the smallest angular route. Choice 5000metric represents the angular choice within a metric radius of 5000m or 5km, i.e. the importance of a particular segment while travelling from all possible origins to all other destinations within a distance of 5km from the segment.
xiv. Integration here is mathematically calculated as the inverse of the angular mean depth of a segment divided by its node count.